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Natural Resources

Our expertise
Our global team of loss adjusters are highly
regarded as specialists in the Natural Resources
sector. Education and prestigious credentials
combined with diverse technical field experience
proves McLarens Natural Resources as the
preferred adjusting resource for industries such
as:
• Upstream, Midstream,
Downstream
• Onshore / offshore energy
• Power generation
• Mining
• Renewables

• Petrochemicals
• Inland Marine
• Builder’s Risk /
Contractors All Risk
• Business Interruption

Case studies
A complex double crane collapse
results in saving millions
SITUATION
When two 400 ton crawler cranes performed a
tandem lift to position an Offshore Supply Vessel
during construction, they pulled each other over,
resulting in a collapse of a 31,000 square feet
machine shop building.

SCENARIO
The USD 22 million claim covered physical
damage to scheduled / unscheduled equipment,
building, personal property, stock, time element,
builder’s risk, pollution, containment, and salvage
disposition to name a few.

OUTCOME
The

outcome

resulted

in

a

litigation-free

settlement, reduced by over USD 4.5 million
against original loss estimate.

Business benefits
McLarens Natural Resources leads the standard, investing in the
global resources with the credentials and the validated experience
the industry demands. Our Natural Resources Group offers
diversified talents in all sectors of the broader energy industry.

Coal mine
destruction

loss

avoids

complete

SITUATION
A manually operated armored face conveyor
(AFC), a 110 ton shearer, and a 30 ton chock
were crushed at a depth of -1,200 feet below the
surface in a coal mine in the Appalachians when

Services at your disposal

the shearer hit a seam fault. What resulted was

We can quickly assemble a loss-specific team
with all the expertise you need, including:
•
•
•
•

Loss adjusters
Surveyors
Engineers
Project managers

• Risk assessment
& consulting
• Litigation management
• Forensic accounting

a collapse of the outermost end of the AFC from
the pressing weight.

SCENARIO
Although operators safely escaped, the damage
required miners to manually dig in order to
reach the fault and then pass coal back through
buckets in order to reach the AFC. The equipment
was disassembled and pulled out through the

—
Quality is at the heart of McLarens.

passageway.

OUTCOME
The USD 21 million claim covered physical

Contact us today for assistance with your Natural Resources claims.
For more information, visit mclarens.com/natural-resources

damage, time element, as well as sue and labour

800.813.mclarens and naturalresources@mclarens.com

and once closed, resulted in over USD 1.75 million

expenditures. The claim stayed out of litigation
savings in time element.

